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DISCOVER:: 44 Ultra-Powerful Secrets That Will Unleash Your Full Soccer Potential, Today!Have

you ever wanted to learn how to score more goals but felt there was always something that was

missing in your skills? I bet that you have watched other players scoring goals and wondered; how

are they doing it? Well, there are a few secrets that will make or break your goal scoring. In this

book I will reveal exactly each of them and give you examples on how I used them in my career to

score more goals. I wager that without these secrets you will never score more goals during your

career!The key to succeeding in soccer is not to have the most powerful shot, being a true dribbling

star or being a speeding bullet. Sure, all of these ingredients are important, but they are not even

close to being a smart player. You see, soccer is like chess -- if you are able to predict your

opponents next move you will likely win the battle. On a soccer field, this is no different and I will

explain how you can be one of these smart players who direct the game like a well oiled orchestra.

Breaking Down Struggles Is Necessary for Soccer Successâ€¦Let Me Show You!Letâ€™s take a

soccer subject most people struggle with: ball handling. If you have ever practiced ball handling

Iâ€™m sure you've faced a lot of frustration because you could not get it right. The fact that your

teammates make it looks so easy makes you even more frustrated. Iâ€™ve been there and done

that as well until I realized that there was actually a shortcut on gaining better ball skills by using a

simple method highly popular in South America, especially among the Brazilian players. Youâ€™ll

hear more about this in the guide.There is nothing more disturbing than having an opponent chasing

you all the time and trying to provoke you with all kind of tricks. Luckily, there is one strategy you

can utilize to turn this against him and turn his behavior to your advantage. The trick is to know how

to avoid responding to his behavior which is actually easier than you think; you just need to switch

your mind into another mode and I will reveal how.DOWNLOAD:: 44 Secrets for Playing Great

SoccerWhen you download 44 Secrets for Playing Great Soccer, youâ€™ll learnâ€¦How to think like

a predator on the soccer fieldThe real way to handle the ball smooth and flawless, every time!How

to out-think opponents without falling into their weak schemes and trapsThe best ways to work

WITH your team, rather than against themBetter ball skills that will make you the talk of the team, if

not the soccer community at large! Would You Like to Know More?Discover the secrets to

becoming a skilled soccer player and take your game to the next level. Simply scroll to the top of

this page and click on the Buy Now With 1-Click button!
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Mirsad writes a great book. He has so many helpful hints and tips for all the Soccer positions

played. He goes into great depth and explanations regarding the do's and don'ts of the individual

positions he's expaining about. His book is a great addition to any player wanting to get better at this

sport.

Very good book, easy to understand and it helped my 10 year old son to understand soccer more

easily.Since reading it, he stoped using fency tricks and began focusing more on passing and

analizing the opponents more often.

This three star rating is not because the book is bad. The information is fine. I just wanted to alert

buyers to make sure they're reading excerpts from the right version. I bought it based on the excerpt

from the paperback and then downloaded the kindle version. THEY ARE TWO COMPLETELY

DIFFERENT BOOKS. The content is not the same. Maybe I missed something but I looked again

and it still seems different.

This guide is perfect for my young soccer player!! Each "secret" is easy to read and understand.



This reinforces what we have been coaching for the past 5 years.

Mirsad covered a wide range of topics in a brief but thorough manner that was easy to understand. I

passed a number of his tips to my group of U-12 players. They have become better soccer players

since I have started telling them about Mirsad's soccer tips!

It is a quick read with some worthwhile info. At the cheap price it is worth it, because it will have a

few tips that will make you think "Oh Yeah" and "Why didnt I think of that already". The downside is

no picture, no diagrams, and finished in one hour. Sometimes had trouble understanding colloquial

phrases.

this book has alot of good tips on how to score and pass and dribble and is set up in an easy to

understand way. however, although the tips are good, the format is repetetive and the illustrations

are bad and irrelevant. also, the author was obviously lazy in editing, or maybe his editor was,

because there are countless spelling and grammar errors. (the author refers to the ball as boll in

one instance, and says there are "countlesses ways toâ€¦" in another.) overall, get the book for the

tips, but dont expect much else.

Mirsad explains the dynamics of how to play the game to win. Essentially, players must keep ahead

of the ball at all times in order to succeed in this game. The playing requires the utmost

concentration and relaxation.The focus of this book is on the psychological aspects of playing a

superb game rather than the technical mechanics alone. As such, the book provides an important

advantage which comparable ones don't provide readers. The book is highly recommended for

soccer enthusiasts and especially for entry level participants. At the entry level, new players have to

understand the fundamental principles which support great playing.
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